Case Trimmers

Lyman Power Trimmer

trimming is rapid and uniform, fully adjustable for length. The replaceable cutter head accepts all Lyman power trimmers. The cartridge case collet quickly locks and unlocks. Includes two cutter heads, and a set of primer pocket brushes. High speed drive, with safety guard, uses a 175 RPM motor. Optional carbide cutter is available. Includes our nine most popular pilots and carbide cutter. #Lyman-Trim-Power universal trimmer only $279.99 #Lyman-Cut-C carbide cutter for above only $ 36.99

Lyman Acculine Trimmer

this old reliable case trimmer trims cases from .17 caliber to .50-140 3-1/4" Sharps. Uses your standard shell holder. Lyman Acculine Trimmer,... #Lyman-Trim-A Acculine case trimmer only $54.99 #Lyman-Trim-Power universal trimmer only $279.99 #Lyman-Cut-C carbide cutter for above only $ 36.99

Lyman Case Trimmer Pilots

select the correct case trimmer pilot, below, or specify your bullet diameter.

.25-20 Winchester ......#25 .44-77 Remington ......#44
.30-30 Winchester ......#30 .44-40 Winchester ......#44
.32-20 Winchester ......#31 .45 Colt, .45 S&W ......#45
.38 Special, .357 Magnum.#35 .45-70 Gov't, .45-90 ......#45
.38-55 WCF, .38-56 WCF, #37 .45-100, .45-110 Sharps #45
.40-60 WCF, .40-70 SS ......#41 .45-120, .450 Marlin ......#45
.40-65 WCF, .40-90 SS ......#41 .43 Spanish Remington .#43
.50-70 Gov't, .50-90........#51 .56-50 Spencer ........#50B
and many others. Inquire.

Lyman Case Trimmer Cutter, steel:

replacement steel cutter heads, two (2), for all Lyman case trimmers. #Lyman-Cut-S steel, 2 cutter heads only $15.99

Lyman Case Trimmer Cutter, carbide:

optional carbide cutter head, for all Lyman case trimmers. #Lyman-Cut-C carbide cutter head only $36.99

Lyman Case Lube Pad, Case Lube

flash hole uniformer

outside deburring tool

prime pocket uniformer

inertia bullet puller

Lyman's universal case trimmer features a patented universal chuck head which handles any case from .17 cal. to .458. No collets required! Both coarse and fine adjustments.

The adjusting ring lets you “dial in” an approximate setting for quick repeatability. Includes the nine most popular pilots. The optional adaptor allows the use of your cordless drill, for power trimming.

#Lyman-Trim-U universal case trimmer only $83.99 #Lyman-Trim-PA optional power adaptor only $23.19 #Lyman-Trim-A Acculine case trimmer only $54.99

Outside Deburring Tool

This old reliable case trimmer trims cases from .17 caliber to .50-140 3-1/4" Sharps. Uses your standard shell holder to position the cartridge, standard Lyman cutter heads and pilots. It includes nine pilots for our most popular cartridges. #Lyman-Trim-A Acculine case trimmer only $54.99

Lyman Case Lube Pad, Case Lube

Large pad in a plastic case dispenses case lubricant evenly. #Lyman-Case-Pad or Lube case lubricant pad only $7.39

Lyman Case Lube

case lube pad

$7.39

Lyman Bullet Puller

inertia bullet puller

$18.99

Inertia Bullet Puller

safely pulls loaded bullets in seconds, without damage to bullet or cartridge case. Traps components in the head compartment, with no spillage. Bullets drop out, after a rap on the bench. Three jaw chuck fits cartridges from .22 to .45 caliber. Tough polycarbonate, to last a lifetime. Not sure what charge is in that reload? Don’t shoot it. Pull it! #Lyman-Bullet-Puller inertia bullet puller only $18.99

Flash Hole Uniformer

This handy tool removes internal flash hole burrs, for uniformity. The tool steel cutter is inserted in the flash hole, through the case neck. A stop collar allows it to fit any case.

#Lyman-Flash flash hole uniformer only $13.39

Primer Pocket Uniformer

This precision tool allows reloaders to assure uniform primer depth, which produces consistent ignition, and improves accuracy. This tool has a stop collar set to SAAMI specifications. Select a tool for a large or small primer pocket.

#Lyman-PPU-L primer pocket uniformer, large only $18.19 #Lyman-PPU-S primer pocket uniformer, small only $18.19

Inside & Outside Deburring Tool

This deburring tool was designed for inside and outside deburring of cartridge cases, from .17 caliber to .60 caliber. Inside and outside must be done in separate steps. Ideal for the black powder cartridge shooter, the 30 degree cutter bevels the inner case mouth, allowing cast bullets to slide in without deformation. Standard fits .17 to .45 caliber. Large fits .17 to .60 caliber. Precision machined, hardened and tempered steel.

#Lyman-Debur-L deburring tool, .17 to .45 caliber $15.99 #Lyman-Debur-U deburring tool, .17 to .60 caliber $21.99

Inside / Outside Deburring Tool

This handy new tool features an adjustable cutting blade which easily adapts to any rifle or pistol case, from .22 to .45 caliber, with a simple wrench adjustment. Inside deburring is done by the conical internal section, with slotted cutting edges to provide uniform inside and outside deburring, in one operation. Anodized aluminum handle is knurled for a sure grip.

#Lyman-Debur-U debur tool, inside & outside only $13.50